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From the Deputy Headmaster’s
Desk
Education and discipline at WPPS – Part Two
The rods have been spared. The children have been spoilt. Where
to from here?
Research has shown that a healthy partnership between parents
and teachers is essential for success in education and discipline. It
is important, therefore, that there is a consistent strategy
between the home and schooling environments. Every child’s
approach and response to a teacher is a reflection of what he
hears at home. If you say that his teacher is an idiot or fool, then
he will think that too, and all lines of respect are erased.

This combined effort will, I have no doubt, develop a strongly intrinsic sense of self-discipline, good behaviour and respect for
authority. My concern for this generation of Wetpups
children is not that they are growing up anti-establishment. It is
that they are growing up without one. So let’s work together,
differences aside, to create the establishment that will lead to
awakening your son’s potential, empowering and inspiring him to
become the best he can be. And maybe, some day, he will find the
solution to Liverpool’s lack of success in the
Premier League.
WAYNE NAIDOO

For the purpose of good discipline, school needs to be an
extension of the home environment. For the purpose of good
education, the home needs to be an extension of schooling
principles. Families have an important role to play when it comes
to instilling discipline. In many instances, children are permitted to
take control with parents running around trying to please them
with a bigger television set, the latest iPad, or the most expensive
birthday party. Gone are the days when parents were considered
to have the authority, and when a teacher’s threat to tell mom or
dad was enough to keep the child in line. Or even for a parent to
tell the teacher that one’s vegetables were not eaten; well, even
the last crumb of broccoli was then consumed. On the contrary, it
is rather more common to hear, “I’m going to tell my mom on
you!” being levelled against the teacher.
Magic words such as hello, please, you are welcome, I am sorry,
and thank you, all begin to be learned at home five years before a
child begins school. This manner of behaviour is then reinforced,
not taught for the first time, at school. It is also at home that
children learn to be honest, to be on time, diligent, show friends
their sympathy, as well as show utmost respect for their elders
and all teachers. Home is where they learn to be clean, not talk
with their mouths full, and how/where to properly dispose of
garbage. Home is also where they learn to be organised, to take
good care of their belongings, and that it’s not ok to be rude to
others.
At school, on the other hand, we teach Language, Mathematics,
History, Geography, Science, Art, Design, Technology and Physical
Education. We use these facts and opinions to equip the children
with skills, principles, and analytical and critical thinking ability for
a world that does not yet exist. Furthermore, we teach
communication, articulation, how to support and defend an opinion and how to develop an independent ethos of work. Therefore,
before your son gets a cell phone, iPad or X-Box, teach him how to
operate a dishwasher, washing machine and clean his room. If
there is time, get him to organise the recycling. This collaborative
effort will ensure that an independent ethos of work, responsibility and task execution are well established.
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Funda Nathi (Learn with Us)
Yiba nemini emnandi!
Enkosi kakhulu!
Hamba kakuhle!
Sala kakuhle!
Sobonana ‘msinya.

Have a nice day!
Thank you very much!
Go well!
Stay well!
We’ll see each other soon.

Thought for the Week
"We're on this planet for such a short period of time. Let's do
something to make the world a little bit better for those that
follow."
Scottish motor neurone disease campaigner Gordon Aikman
(1985 - 2017)

Eden Road Notes

Last weekend, Oliver Hufton represented Wetpups at the Western Province Districts School Chess trials for U9 - U20. Oliver
came first in the U13 category, and won the gold medal. He will
now represent Wetpups at the WP Provincial Chess Trials which
will be held March.

GENERAL
Remember to greet and use the path when walking in and out of
the school. No boy may walk to Newlands Road Campus on his
own; his parent/au pair needs to come to Eden Road to collect
him. Parents may not fetch their son from an extra-mural on the
Newlands Road side. Boys are to come back to the Eden Road
Campus, and be picked up from their classroom.
SPORT & EXTRAMURALS NO CAP, NO PLAY!
Please remember to apply sunscreen regardless of the weather.
GRADES N - 2 SPORTS DAY
This event takes place on Friday, 17 March, from 08:30 - 10:30.
Grades N and R are to wear their Wetpups T-shirts and Grades 1
and 2 boys to wear their blue Quantec shorts & house T-shirt.
Please remember to apply sunscreen and wear a cap.

On Sunday, 28 January, Storm Lanfear came second in the
opening SA round of the Downhill Mountain Biking Competition.
It is notable because he is 13 (just) and is competing in the 13
and 14 year old category.

REMINDERS
Mon 13
Grade 2 Library and Hot Chocolate Morning
Tues 14
Grades N & R Grandparents Tea
Wed 15
Grade N Library and Hot Chocolate Morning
Grade 1R Outing to Rosen Castle
Thur 16
Grade 1F Outing to Rosen Castle
Fri 17
Grade 2 Outing to Kirstenbosch
Stump
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